Appendix

**Iliad 22** (515 lines)

Achilles
Hector
Priam
Hecuba
Anger of Achilles
Interference of Athene
Zeus and scales (209ff)
Polydamas' words (99ff)
Running three times round the walls of Troy (136-231)
The chase is for the life of Hector (161)
Hector's appeal to Achilles (339ff)
Return of Achilles' spear (276-7)
Looking for the place to strike (321)
Nature of Hector's wound (326-8)
Death of Hector (362ff)

**Similes**
(in Book 22)
Achilles like the god of war (132-4)
Achilles and Hector like a dog and the fawn of a deer (189-92)
Hector like a man in a dream (199-200)

(from other books)
Pursuing blast of winds (4.419ff; 11.305; 15.624)
Ajaxes and Greeks like a storm cloud (4.275 ff)
Sound of clashing armies like mountain torrent (4.452ff; 16.390ff)
Hector like a boulder crashing down a mountain (13.136ff)

(in Book 22)
Trojans panicked like fawns (1)
Achilles like a champion horse (22-3)
Achilles' spear like the star Orion (26-31)
Hector like a snake in a hole (93-5)
Hector unarmèd like a woman (125)
Armour shining like fire or rising sun (134-5)
Achilles chases Hector like hawk chases dove (139-42)
Steam rises as if there was a fire (150)
Pursuit like a horse race (162-4)
Hector swoops like an eagle on a lamb or hare (308-10)
Point of Achilles' spear like the evening star (317-8)
Lamentation in Troy just as it would be if the city was on fire (410-11)
Andromache like a woman in a frenzy (460)

**Aeneid 12** (952 lines)

Aeneas
Turnus
Latinus
Amata
Anger of Juno
Interference of Juturna
Jupiter and scales (725ff)
Drances' words (644)
Running ten times round inside of circle of spectators (731ff)
The chase is for life of Turnus (765)
Turnus' appeal to Aeneas (930ff)
Freeing of Aeneas' spear (786-7)
Looking for the place to strike (920)
Nature of Turnus' wound (926-7)
Death of Turnus (950-2)

**Similes**
(in Book 12)
Turnus like Mars himself (331-6)
Aeneas and Turnus like a hunting dog and a stag (749-57)
Turnus like a man in a dream (908-12)

(from Book 12)
Turnus like clouds fleeing before Boreas across the sky (365-7)
Aeneas like a cloud presaging a storm (451-6)
The rampage of Aeneas and Turnus like a bushfire or raging flood (521-5)
Turnus like a boulder crashing down a mountain (684-9)

(in Book 12)
Turnus like a wounded lion (4-8)
Lavinia's cheeks like stained ivory or roses among lilies (67-9)
Turnus like a bull preparing for its first battle (103-6)
Juturna like a black swallow (473-7)
Citizens like bees being smoked out (587-92)
Aeneas like a mountain – Athos, Eryx or Apennines (701-3)
Aeneas and Turnus like two bulls (715-22)
Dira's approach like an arrow (856-9)
Noise of Aeneas' spear like an artillery stone or thunderbolt and its flight like whirlwind (921-5)